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Questions for Thought and Discussion

- What is martyrdom?
- Who makes a martyr?
- How are martyrdoms created?
- Why are some deaths described as martyrdoms?
- What are the different kinds of martyrdom?
- How is martyrdom deconstructed and categorized?
- What are the differences and similarities between ‘the noble death’ and ‘voluntary violent death’ traditions?
- What are the roots of Jewish, Christian and Islamic understandings of martyrdom?
- What are the similarities and differences between Islamic and Christian understandings of martyrdom? How far do they matter?
- Why are some people drawn towards giving up their lives as martyrs?
- What place does religion play in creating and inciting martyrs?
- How are memories of martyrs and martyrdoms preserved?
- How are stories about martyrdom spread?
- How are stories about martyrdom adapted and translated?
- To what extent does martyrdom bring together devotion and violence?
- How is suffering represented and changed through martyrdom?
- How far is it possible to speak about ‘good’ and ‘bad’ martyrdoms?
- Why are memories about martyrdom so often contested?
- What makes a martyrdom political?
- Discuss the claim by Oscar Romero that: ‘It is very easy to kill, especially when one has weapons, but how hard it is to let oneself be killed for love of the people.’
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